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QUESTION 1

An Hitachi Data Systems customer plans to Use HiCommand Device Manager (HDvM) to manage ShadowImage pairs
on an Adaptable Modular Storage (AMS) system, using central management. Which two are required before
ShadowImage can be managed from HiCommand Device Manager? (Choose two.) 

A. A DM-LU must be setup on the AMS. 

B. Datashare mode on the AMS must be enabled. 

C. A ShadowImage group number must be defined. 

D. The HDvM host agent and CCI must be installed on all hosts. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer asks you to review a plan for installing HiCommand Protection Manager (HPtM) software to protect
Microsoft Exchange 2003. You are aware that Exchange 2003 is a very critical business application for this customer.
Their plan is to use one large LUN for the public store and check point files and second large LUN for the mail box store
and the transaction log. Which solution will provide the customer with maximum protection? 

A. The customer should use four different mounted LUNs: one for public stores, one for mailbox stores, one for
checkpoint files, and one transaction log files. 

B. The customer should use three different mounted LUNs: one for public stores, one for mailbox stores and checkpoint
files, and one for transaction log files. 

C. The customer should use three different mounted LUNs: one for public stores and mailbox stores, one for checkpoint
files, and one for transaction log files. 

D. The customer should use four different mounted LUNs: two LUSE LUNs for public and mailbox stores, one for
checkpoint files, and one for transaction log files 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer would like a scripted solution to resynchronize USP600 ShadowImage volumes and be able to access the
secondary volumes within minutes while the copy is taking place in the background. The customer is running the latest
CCI version on a Solaris server using the korn shell; the CCI device group name for the ShadowImage volumes is
SI_db01. Which series of commands should be scripted to accomplish this? 

A. pairresync -g SI_db01 -fq pairevtwait -g SI_db01 -ss pair -t 180 pairsplit -g SI_db01 -fq 

B. pairresync -g SI_db01 -fq pairevtwait -g SI_db01 -ss pair -nowait pairsplit -g SI_db01 -fq 

C. pairresync -g SI_db01 -fq quick pairevtwait -g SI_db01 -ss pair -t 180 pairsplit -g SI_db01 -fq quick 

D. pairresync -g SI_db01 -fq normal pairevtwait -g SI_db01 -ss pair -nowait pairsplit -g SI_db01 -fq normal 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer has twenty LUNs to manage in a TrueCopy Extended Distance configuration. Which product would be used
to manage the pool? 

A. Storage Navigator 

B. Storage Navigator Modular 

C. Command Control Interface (CCI) 

D. Disk Array Management Program (DAMP) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer would like a CCI script to resynchronize all of the ShadowImage volumes on a USP100 defined in CCI. The
customer is running the latest CCI version on a Solaris server using the korn shell. Several CCI device group names are
used. The primary volumes are defined in horcm0.conf and the secondary volumes are defined in horcm1.conf. Which
command would be used in a script to list all of the ShadowImage CCI device group names prior to executing the
Pairresync command? 

A. raidqry -g 

B. raidscan -g 

C. pairdisplay -g 

D. cat /etc/horcm0.conf | grep group 

Correct Answer: A 
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